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“While there have been challenges in adapting and 
using both systems, the hybrid platform offers flexibility, 
and the ability to pull the best parts of each program.”
Rebecca McCullough, Safety & Training Supervisor 
Musselwhite Material Handling Project 
Opapimiskan Lake, Ontario, Canada

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

SAFETY MESSAGE

of a standard Redpath safety huddle 
are completed, including discussions 
about what was achieved to work safe 
during the previous shift and which 
plans are in place to mitigate risk for the 
upcoming shift. The Goldcorp morning 
huddle elements are also covered, 
which includes reviewing a Potentially 
Fatal Occurrence (PFO), (equivalent to 
a Redpath Potential Fatal Event - PFE). 
These incidents are based on real life 
events that have occurred at a property 
over the previous year. This allows for  
a good discussion about fatal risk and 
how it applies to the work currently  
being done at Musselwhite Mine. 

“Today there are more projects available than there 
were a few years ago, but the competition to win work 
is the most intense it has likely ever been.”
George Flumerfelt, President and CEO 
The Redpath Group

The Musselwhite Material Handling 
Project, commonly known as the 
Winze project, is now well over halfway 
complete. Since 2016, the project has 
worked over 385,000 hours with just four 
medical aids, and zero lost time injuries. 
Musselwhite is a Goldcorp-owned 
property, and as such, Redpath is 
using a hybrid system comprised of the 
Redpath and Goldcorp safety systems. 
While there have been challenges in 
adapting and using both systems, the 
hybrid platform offers flexibility, and 
the ability to pull the best parts of each 
program. A good example would be the 
morning safety huddles. All elements 

The mining business is cyclical as we 
all know. Commodity prices rise and fall, 
roughly in tandem with overall economic 
conditions. Sometimes the price 
changes can be dramatic, causing mine 
closures when prices decline, and frantic 
exploration and mine building activity 
when prices rise. The market can swing 
wildly and with little notice, brazenly 
disrupting our complacency that tells 
us to believe that the current situation, 
good or bad, will continue forever. We 
know without doubt that this is completely 
illogical! These polarizing attributes in the 
market have characterized commodity-
related businesses forever, and are one 
aspect that makes the mining industry  
so interesting.
The mining industry enjoyed a 
‘supercycle’ from about 2006 until 2011 
when prices for most commodities 
fell dramatically. Prices stayed low for Safety - First, Last and Always.
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approximately five years, until this most 
recent rebound. The mining contracting 
industry is also cyclical, with our industry 
cycle lagging the mining industry by a 
few years. Today there are more projects 
available than there were a few years 
ago, but the competition to win work is 
the most intense it has likely ever been. 
To succeed in this market, Redpath 
will forge ahead and discover more 
innovative and cost-effective solutions  
for our clients. This concept is not new  
to Redpath, and I know that the ‘Redpath 
spirit’ will enable us to continue to 
succeed. We will determinedly build on 
the success we enjoyed in 2017 when 
the year ended with a record level of 
work in hand (backlog/order book), not  
to mention the best safety performance  
in our history!
Well done everyone – keep up the 
fantastic work! 
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Redpath Team Takes on the Soccer Field!
Contributor: Kelly Farthing, Marketing & Communication Coordinator
Members of the Redpath South Africa regional office have joined forces on the 
field, creating a soccer team ready to compete in a local soccer league. The Isando 
Soccer League hosts a variety of corporate staff-based soccer teams in the Isando 
area. The season opener kicked off on Friday, February 16, and saw Redpath 
Mining take on Barloworld Equipment. Despite a valiant effort, Redpath succumbed 
2 - 1 to Barloworld. This will surely not be the last match for the proud team in red!

Redpath Zambia and 
Redpath RIG Resources 
Receive Chairman’s Trophy 
at Labour Day Ceremony
Labour Day is held in high regard by  
the people of Zambia, and marks the 
day that workers take off from their 
duties to celebrate the important role 
their work plays in society. 

Labour Day ceremonies are held all 
over the country, and this year, Redpath 
Zambia and Redpath RIG Resources 
joint venture was awarded ‘The 
Chairman’s Trophy’ at the official Kitwe 
District Labour Day ceremony. 
The Chairman’s Trophy is the highest 
honour that can be received on Labour 
Day, and was bestowed by the country’s 
Vice President, Inonge Wina, on the 
following basis: 
 - Our ability to demonstrate corporate  
   social responsibility
 - Our good industrial relations   
   practices 
 - Our consistent participation and  
   building of the corporate image of  
   the organisation
 - Our unwavering support towards  
   the hosting of the annual Labour 
   Day preparations 
In addition to receiving the Chairman’s 
Trophy, a number of Redpath and RIG 
Resources staffers participated in a 
colourful march. Congratulations to the 
teams for flying the Redpath and RIG 
Resources flag high!
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(L- R, back): Simon Ngakana, Driver; Kagiso Tau, Logistics Assistant; Ismail 
Mohamed, IT Manager; Lesiba Mahlafunya, Systems Administrator; Lawrence 
Sepetla, Driver; Shirley Scheepers, Logistics Coordinator; Kelly Farthing, 
Marketing and Communications Coordinator. 
(L - R, front): Chris Coetser, IT Administrator; Davlin Richardson, Business 
Infrastructure and Development Executive and Tjaart Kleu, Business Analyst.

Rourke van der Spuy puckers up to 
the top prize trophy after winning the 
Mopani-Redpath Zambian Open.

Farewell to a Redpath Stalwart!

It was with heavy hearts that the Redpath Africa head office team said goodbye 
to Davlin Richardson – Business Infrastructure and Development Executive in 
May of this year. Davlin, who has been with Redpath for close to 18 years, has left 
the Redpath family to move to Atlanta, Georgia, United States, and start a new 
adventure with his wife and children.
We wish you all of the best on your new journey, and thank you for what has 
constituted a lifetime of dedicated service to Redpath.

Redpath Sponsors 2018 
Zambian Golf Tournament

Redpath Zambia is honored to have 
yet again been the title sponsor of the 
Mopani-Redpath Zambian Open 2018 
Golf Tournament. The three-day event, 
which took place at the Nkana Golf 
Club, welcomed over 140 golfers, 119 
of which originate from the prestigious 
Sunshine Tour. Redpath Mining General 
Manager Zambia, Hennie van Vuuren, 
says that the objective behind Redpath’s 
ongoing sponsorship of the tournament 
is the same as previous years – promote 
long-term and sustainable corporate 
investment in Zambia. 
“We strive to continually support the 
socio-economic development of the 
communities that we operate in. The 
tournament affords local professionals 
with the opportunity to play in what 
has become an annual highlight on 
the African sports calendar. We hope 
that local professionals are exposed 
to greater career development 
opportunities as a result of playing in the 
Zambian Open,” notes Hennie. 
Well done to South African born pro, 
Rourke van der Spuy, who won the 
Open by four shots with an overall four 
round total of 16 under 272! 

Inter-company Annual Soccer Cup Kicks Off!

The tenth of May, 2018 marked the official launch of the Redpath Africa head office 
vs. Northam Platinum Zondereinde Operations annual Soccer Cup! 

The Redpath Africa head office team.
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This annual event fosters friendly competition between companies who normally 
work alongside one another, and allows an opportunity to participate in a healthy 
activity for team members. The spirited environment and lovely weather made for 
an especially enjoyable event.
Congratulations to the Northam team for taking the 2018 Cup, with a final score 
of 4 – 1. A very big thank you to those staff members that assisted with the 
preparation for the game and to all supporters who came out to cheer on their 
favourite team! 

The Northam Platinum Zondereinde Operations team.

Spirited spectators cheered the teams from the observation area.

Redpath Africa’s Ironman

Redpath Africa’s very own Tjaart Kleu, 
Business Analyst, recently completed 
what has become known as one of the 
most gruelling global sporting events 
– the IronMan Africa Championship. 
The race, which takes place in Nelson 
Mandela Bay in the Eastern Cape 
Province, consists of a 3.8 km ocean 
swim, 180 km cycle and 42.2 km run. 
Tjaart, who competed in Redpath 
regalia, finished the race in just 15 
hours and 2 minutes!
Congratulations Tjaart!

Tjaart Kleu poses with his medal.
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Redpath Mongolia 
Celebrates Women

International Women’s Day celebrates 
the economic, cultural, social and 
political achievements of women, and 
focuses attention on the positive impact 
women make in their home countries.
In Mongolia, many people choose to 
celebrate this day with their families - 
often arranging parties and celebrating 
the women in their lives with flowers, 
taking over chores they would normally 
be responsible for, or offering kind 
words of love and encouragement.
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Mongolian Shaftman Turned 
Wrestler Wins National 
Championship

Oyu Tolgoi’s Shaft 5 Miner, Ankhbaatar 
Regdel, recently accomplished a great 
feat - becoming a champion wrestler! 
After winning gold during the Mongolian 
Judo Wrestling Championship for the 
90 kg class, and bronze in Mongolian 
Sambo Wrestling Championship for the 
90 kg class earlier this year, Ankhbaatar 
was chosen to compete in the Asian 
Sambo Wrestling Championship for 
Team Mongolia, which was held in May. 
The most astonishing part of this story 
is that he accomplished all of this 
while still working his regular shifts 
underground. Congratulations on all 
your success, Ankhbaatar!

Ankhbaatar Regdel raises his hand  
in victory, post-match.

DAYAN Contract Mining 
Wins Underground Project 
Supplier Award
The 7th annual ‘Gobi Gem’ Supplier 
Recognition Awards Ceremony was 
held recently to honour suppliers and 
support to Rio Tinto’s Oyu Tolgoi project 
in Mongolia. More than 1,146 suppliers, 
of which 669 are Mongolian businesses, 
collaborated in 2017 in the interest of 
efficient and safe project development. 
Of the six categories available, DAYAN 
Contract Mining, a joint venture 
between Redpath Mongolia and Hasu 
Megawatt, was recognized for superb 
service as the project’s Underground 
Supplier. 
It is only due to the team’s diligent and 
unwavering commitment to safety, 
productivity and service that this 
recognition was awarded to DAYAN. 
Congratulations to all team members  
for such a wonderful achievement.

A striking orange sky, typical of 
a sandstorm in the Gobi Desert, 
surrounded crew members on site at 
Oyu Tolgoi in early April. Sandstorms 
range in size and intensity, but are 
capable of rising over 305 metres in 
height and may have wind speeds of 
over 40 kilometres per hour.
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Costain Australia
The Costain Group, a large UK 
construction company with a recognised 
mining division, established Costain 
Australia in 1960, which went public 
in 1972. Costain Australia bought into 
civil engineering with the acquisition of 
Pearson Bridge Pty Limited in 1980. 
Costain Australia was created out of 
two divisions; mining and construction, 
with the Pearson Bridge underground 
construction group embedded within the 
construction arm of the business. Simon 
Kidd, who had worked for Pearson 
Bridge prior to the acquisition, headed 
the group that focused on underground 
civil construction. Allan Rossiter 
eventually took over from Simon, 
promoting tighter focus on civil work.

As work in the underground mine 
contracting space started to increase 
in Australia, Costain Australia secured 
projects at Ardelethan, Woodlawn, 
and Stawell. Subsequently, the 
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Contributor: John Sheehan, Project 
Controller
Redpath Australia’s history is one rich  
in diverse projects in mining construction 
and civil work. While the group’s 
pedigree includes more commonly 
known companies such as Eroc, 
Peabody and Costain, its contract 
services roots can be traced back to 
a small civil construction enterprise; 
Pearson Bridge Pty Limited. The 
following is a historical walk through 
time, starting in 1968:
Pearson Bridge Pty Limited
Pearson Bridge undertook most forms 
of civil construction work including 
buildings, bridges, dams, port works 
and pipeline construction. 
Redpath Australia’s heritage has 
firm foundations in the division of 
Pearson Bridge that was established 
in 1968, specifically for specialist 
underground construction work, and 
in particular, work in Tasmania. This 
work comprised a number of projects 
which included tunnels and shafts 
for the Hydro Electric Commission of 

1968 - 2018: Australia Celebrates 50 Years of Mine Contracting
Tasmania. These tunnels and shafts 
were approximately ten metres in 
diameter, with the shafts approximately 
130 metres deep. Given these works, 
declines and ore storage bins for 
mine sites were also undertaken 

during this period. The company’s civil 
construction background, along with 
their mining clientele, secured jetty 
and wharf construction projects for 
Risdon in Tasmania, whilst bridge works 
were completed for the Tasmanian 
Department of Main Roads.

Gordon River tailrace tunnel 
10 m diameter by 1 km - Tasmanian 

Hydro Electric Commission - 1974 

Gordon River Power Station floor 
levelling.

Gordonstone Coal: 5.2 m wide  
x 4.5 m high; 1:4 decline approximately 
1,000 m in length - 225 m deep  
x 2.4 m diameter ventilation shaft -  
4.3 km of 5 m wide x 3.2 m high  
in-seam coal roadways - 5 m wide  
x 3 m high 560 m in length orepass 
stone drives – 1990.
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underground civil construction business 
began to increase its presence in 
the underground mining space. 
This additional work, the increased 
requirements for capital, and other 
aspects of the business aligned the 
underground civil construction group 
of the business more to mining than 
construction. The reporting lines 
subsequently changed so that the 
underground civil construction group 
began reporting directly to the Costain 
Mining group which was headed by Bob 
Humphris. This restructure was timely, 
as the construction arm of the business 
was closed shortly thereafter.
The underground civil construction 
division continued to prosper under 
Costain Mining, securing all types of 
underground work. They continued 
to have a strong inclination for small 
to medium civil tunnels and specialist 
underground work.
Peabody

In 1990, Hanson, a UK based industrial 
conglomerate at the time, acquired 
Peabody Energy who were a large 
US coal producer. In 1993, Hanson 
then acquired the Australia assets of 
the Costain Group which included the 
coal mines and the mining services 
business. The Australian businesses 
were managed by Peabody Energy and 
hence, the group became Peabody by 
name, trading as Peabody Resources 
Ltd until 1997, when it became known 
as Peabody Mining Services Pty Ltd. 
Meanwhile in 1996, Hanson demerged 
its assets into four entities: Hanson, 
Imperial Tobacco, The Energy Group 
and Millennium Chemicals. Peabody 
was incorporated within The Energy 
Group. In 1998, The Energy Group 
was acquired by Texas Utilities, and as 
part of that acquisition, Peabody was 
on-sold to the private equity arm of the 
Lehman Brothers.
During this period this of increased 
corporate activity, the management 
team of Bob Humphris and Allan 
Rossiter made sure that there 
was minimal impact on day to day 
operations. This era in Redpath’s 

development was an interesting one, 
and was characterized by support from 
the management team that headed 
Peabody in America. Peabody brought 
with them robust and efficient processes 
for capital and project approvals, along 
with solid reporting functions. Of note 
during this time, Cannington started as 
a Costain project, quickly transitioned 
to Peabody, then Eroc, and currently is 
managed by Redpath Australia.
Peabody was run by Bob Humphries 
who had continued on from Costain. 
This ongoing relationship and support 
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Ok Tedi - 5.6 m by 5.3 km long 
dewatering tunnel - 2008.

Prospect Delivery Upgrade - Sydney 
Water - 7,060 by 3.2 m diameter full 
circumferential concrete steel lining.

M2 Motorway - Sydney Australia - two 12 m wide x 8 m high, three lane 
motorway tunnels -1995.
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Tinto. CNA Resources Ltd. promptly 
identified that the underground group 
was not a fit for their business. Bob 
Humphris, who was not staying on 
with CNA Resources Ltd., and Allan 
Rossiter engineered a management 
buyout of the underground group. This 
management buyout had the backing of 
Greshams Private Equity Ltd. From this 
buyout, the business emerged as Eroc.
Eroc brought about a change in focus 
with the business having a greater 
willingness to take on more mining 
oriented projects, on top of their existing 
underground civil construction work. 
This meant that development and 
production opportunities in places such 
as Ridgeway, Telfer and Cannington 
were secured.
Greshams exited in 2006 with excellent 
returns and bought into Barminco.

Redpath Australia
Eroc continued until 2008 when 
Redpath used the business as an entry 
point into Australia, transforming it into 
what it is known as today, Redpath 
Australia Pty Ltd. Redpath saw 
Eroc as a good fit for their business 
due to the similarities in culture, the 
innovative requirements that comes 
with underground civil construction 
techniques and their sound contract 
mining experience.

meant that the underground group 
continued operating, even though the 
returns were small in comparison to 
those of the coal mining group. Despite 
the higher risks, and the ill fit with the 
rest of the business, the underground 
group was kept on.
Eroc
In 2001, as the Lehman Brothers were 
preparing to publicly list Peabody, 
Peabody’s Australian assets were sold, 
principally the coal assets, to CNA 
Resources Ltd. - a division with Rio 
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Coal mining has played a significant 
role in developing the strong client 
base that exists in Redpath Australia.

Ridgeway - 22,000 m of underground development and 22,000 m3 of 
infrastructure caverns - 2000.

Cannington Haulage Shaft - 5.6 m 
diameter shaft 650 m deep – 1997. Drilling on site for Cannington.
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Paying Respect to 
Those Lost to Tragedy 
Underground

Brock Morgan, Safety Supervisor and 
Mine Rescue Trainer for J.S. Redpath 
Corporation (USA operations), recently 
spoke during an annual memorial 
ceremony for those lost in the Sunshine 
Mine fire of 1972.
On the morning of May 2, 1972, 174 
miners descended into the mine, and 
only 83 came back out. A fire, believed 
to be caused from the combustion of 
scrap refuse, began near the fresh air 
intake ventilation area and filled the mine 
with carbon monoxide gas. With limited 
evacuation options due to the fire’s 
location, many were soon overcome by 
the gas and perished.
The tragedy affected every family in the 
Silver Valley, and Brock’s family was 
one of them. As the key speaker of the 
memorial, Brock recounted memories 
of his grandfather, uncle, cousin, and 
his wife Justine’s uncle, all of whom 
were lost that day. He also spoke of 
advancements in mine rescue training 
over the last 46 years, and finished by 
reading a famous mine rescue poem: 

Redpath’s Global Strategy Session was held in Nashville, Tennessee, USA  
in April of 2018. This annual meeting allows for a converging of regional leaders 
to discuss the current and upcoming status of work on a global scale.
(L-R): Bruce Dunlop, President - Redpath Canada Limited; Gavin Ramage, 
Managing Director - Redpath Australia; Marty Rowat, Director, Information 
Technology - Redpath Mining Inc.; Torsten Kahn, CFO - Redpath Mining Inc.; 
Derek Budge, Director, Health, Safety and Environment - Redpath Mining Inc.; 
Jochen Greinacher, Managing Director - Deilmann-Haniel, a member of The 
Redpath Group; Rouan Du Rand, General Manager, Project Management 
Support Services - Redpath Canada Limited; George Flumerfelt, CEO -  
Redpath Mining Inc., Dave Hansman, Senior Vice President - Redpath Mining 
Inc; Mike Kelly, President - Redpath Raiseboring Limited and Senior Vice 
President - Redpath Canada Limited; Lawrence Shultz, Managing Director - 
Redpath Mining South Africa.

Brock Morgan stands at the memorial 
statue for the Sunshine Mine 
ceremony.
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Building Safety into Design; Rocktech’s Mobile Equipment
With good design comes better safety, 
productivity and efficiency. Manufacturer 
Rocktech, from Lively, Ontario, Canada, 
has produced a high speed, high 
capacity underground boom truck that 
will soon be finding its way to a Redpath 
project in Northern Ontario.
The Gen 2 series is an articulated truck 
that has been designed to optimize 
operator comfort, safety, maintenance, 
and allow monitoring of the vehicle’s 
performance. With an intentional hot 
and cold side, as well as a design which 
eliminates sharp edges and tripping 
hazards, this vehicle puts the emphasis 
on operator safety. Thanks to the 
proximity of the controls and gauges, an 
operator can inspect fuel and oil levels 
for the transmission and hydraulics, 
and perform all of the other required 
inspections without needing to move all 
the way around the vehicle.
Operating data can be uploaded 
through WiFi, or collected on a memory 
stick to monitor performance and 
schedule maintenance. The diagnostics 

help maintain transparency for 
operators and managers by indicating 
the length of time a machine has been 
operated while showing a fault.
This new technology will continue to 
allow underground workers the ability to 
work safely, efficiently and productively. 
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The fire at Sunshine Mine was one of the most tragic in American mining history.  
As technology and knowledge have grown and been shared, events like this are a 
somber reminder of how far mine development and mine rescue has come.

Representing Canada (top row, L-R): Scott Hayne, Vice President; Bruce 
Dunlop, President - Redpath Canada Limited; Paul Healy, Senior Vice President; 
Guy Hubert, General Manager; Rouan Du Rand, General Manager, Project 
Management Support Services.
(bottom row, L-R): Tyler Foy, Engineer-in-Training, Shaft Services; David 
Hansman, Senior Vice President - Redpath Mining Inc.; Dusty Nerpin, Engineer-
in-Training, Shaft Services; Samantha Olthof, Engineer-in-Training; not pictured - 
Jason Morrison, Area Manager, J.S. Redpath Corporation (USA operations).

Never Falter, Never Fail
Hear the echo from the collar,  
from the portal comes the call.
The terror of a mining camp,  
this one grips us all.
There is fire in the mountain,  
the dragon comes from Hell.
Those who rise to meet him,  
Never Falter, Never Fail.
Team Captain, we ought to go home 
fishing, skip this nonsense, cast our line.
This makes no difference;  
we don’t need the overtime.
Come on Cap’ it’s Saturday,  
let’s not piss the day away.
Something made him quiver,  
he turned to me to say . . .
Kid, listen to this story, it’s not new or old.
It’s a small group of hands that stand out  
from the fold.
They have a common thread, eyes  
a different gleam.
From different lives and functions,  
they are members of a team.
Members of a team, Mine Rescue  
is its name.
Though it sounds romantic,  
it ain’t no parlor game.
The work is hot and dirty, it is the  
Devils dreams.
In the smoke and darkness, nothing’s  
what it seems.
It can be confusing, under every stress.
Every step that’s made, another brutal test.
It’s work that flat repeats itself,  
thankless say some.
Training for a mission, they hope  
will never come.
A hope that is eternal, history bears that 
stripe.
They train for a single miner, that’s  
banging on a pipe.
They train for his children, the tears  
that’s in their eyes.
Mother, wife and father, they have to  
hear their cries.
Kid, this isn’t about a trophy, it ain’t  
coats or overtime;
It’s our Honor and commitment, to  
those who work the mine.
So we’re not going fishing, them lives  
are not for sale.
That miner is our brother.  
Never Falter, Never Fail.
Copyright Joel Tankersley

Redpath Sponsors 120th Annual CIM Convention

Contributor: David Hansman, Senior 
Vice President of Redpath Mining Inc.
The Canadian Institute of Mining, 
Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) 120th 
anniversary annual general meeting 
and convention was held May 6 to 9, 
at the beautiful Vancouver convention 
center located on the shores of Burrard 
Inlet next to the Vancouver Harbour. 
Warm spring weather added to the 
overall experience of attendees who 
travelled to Vancouver to take in the 
convention events.
A record number of delegates and more 
than 5,000 visitors took advantage of 
the opportunity to attend meetings, 
tradeshow, presentations on a wide 
variety of technical, human resources, 
financing, cultural relationships and 
project development topics, among 
other activities. The CIM Awards gala 
on Monday featured excellent Canadian 
entertainment and honoured many 

of the people who have made, or are 
currently making, a great impact in our 
industry in Canada, and around the 
world. There was an obvious mood 
of optimism shared by everyone in 
attendance, demonstrated not only by 
the large numbers of delegates but also 
by the attendance at the presentations.
The Redpath Group was represented 
by ten people from Canada and the 
USA. This annual CIM event once  
again proved to be an excellent way 
to renew old relationships, make new 
contacts and become better informed 
about the projects, innovations and 
people that will be shaping the future  
of the Canadian and international 
mining industry.
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GOLDCORP INC.’S 
MUSSELWHITE 
PROJECT
Project Name / Mine Name: 
Goldcorp’s Musselwhite Material 
Handling Project
Project Location: 
Opapimiskan Lake,  
Northwestern Ontario, Canada
Manpower requirements: 
Manpower varies over the life of 
the project. During the recently 
completed development phase, there 
were approximately 120 Redpath 
employees. Shaft equipping and 
construction has seen a ramp-
up to approximately 150 Redpath 
employees.
Duration: 
The project start-up was in September 
2016, and the scheduled completion 
date is January 2019, for a total of 28 
months.
Project Scope: 
Redpath provides manpower and 
equipment to:
 • Develop 2,750 metres of ramp  
  and drift
 • Excavate 23,500 cubic metres  
  of large chambers
 • Raisebore 720 metre shaft:
 • Raisebore 500 metres of vent  
  raises and ore passes
 • Construct hoist, sheave   
  deck, crusher, equip the shaft,  
  ore flow system.

Contributor:  
Trevor Eagles, Area Manager
Goldcorp’s Musselwhite Mine is a fly-in, 
fly-out operation located approximately 
500 kilometres north of Thunder Bay, 
Canada. There is a 750 kilometre road 
to the site, which is primarily used to 
transport material and equipment.
Ore is mined from two main zones 
below Opapimiskan Lake and is 
processed on site using a circuit that 
includes crushing, grinding, leaching  
by cyanidation, carbon in pulp recovery, 
and electrowinning.
Access to the underground workings 
is by ramp with an orebody that trends 
north and dips at a 30-degree angle. 
Production started in 1997 and the 
main production zones are continuing to 
advance further and further away from 
the original portal and infrastructure. 
Ore is currently transported a distance 
of 7.5 kilometres from the active mine 
workings to the underground crusher 
– a one hour round trip for a large 
fleet of haulage trucks. The extensive 
haulage distance, large fleet of trucks, 
and the high demand on the ventilation 
systems, has led to the development of 
Musselwhite’s Material Handling Project. 
The primary objective of this project is to 
reduce the number of operating trucks, 
and thusly, the high ventilation quantities 
and associated cost required to support 
the fleet. The Materal Handling Project 
will also provide an opportunity to 
increase daily production.

The Material Handling Project 
scope includes over 1200 metres 
of raisebored vertical development.
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A good safety record with no lost time injuries to date has been a highlight of this project. Having an engaged workforce is key. 

Redpath was awarded the brownfield 
Material Handling Infrastructure 
project, and commenced planning 
for mobilization and start-up through 
late spring and summer of 2016, with 
mobilization beginning in September. 
The first year of the project was 
scheduled primarily as a development 
project with the remainder of the project 
dedicated to equipping the shaft and  
the construction of the hoisting and  
ore flow systems. 
Despite extensive planning prior to 
mobilization, the project start-up was  
not without its own set of challenges. 
The client was inundated with the 
large influx of workers, and insufficient 
charter flights and limited bunk-house 
space caused additional delays. 
Further complications included several 
changes made to the scope and mine 
design, during the ramp-up period. 
Any major expansion in an operating 
mine environment poses its own 
set of complications relating to the 

prioritization of capital work against the 
daily operating requirements. 
After the initial start-up challenges  
were resolved, the lateral development 
portion of the project reached a 
successful completion in April 2018. 
Numerous compliments on the 
high level of quality of the work and 
engagement and commitment to safety 
witnessed in the team, were expressed 
by the client. As of mid-May, much of the 
development crew had taken on other 
areas of the Material Handling Project, 
or moved on to other projects. 
The Material Handling Project scope 
contains over 1200 metres of raisebored 
vertical development, and included in 
this portion of the project is the large 
diameter (5.5 metre) production shaft. 
The shaft is being bored in two sections 
utilizing two Redbore 90 drills. Two long 
ore passes are also to be developed, 
as well as vent raises and pilot holes for 
three ore bins.

The upper portion of the raisebored 
shaft was recently completed, despite 
ground conditions proving to be more 
challenging than originally expected. 
The Redpath raisebore team was 
supported by the development and 
construction teams and successfully 
worked through these issues, 
demobilizing the Redbore 90 drill in  
April 2018. At the time of this writing,  
the lower section of the raisebored shaft 
is still being excavated and continues  
to encounter areas of poor ground. 
Construction crews assembled the 
galloway and sheave deck, and installed 
the sinking winches in April and May 
of 2018. Redpath crews moved on 
to ground support installation in the 
shaft, and excavating the skip dump 
slashes. Installation of the steel sets 
and guides in the upper portion of the 
shaft will follow, as will the continuing 
development of ground support down 
to the loading pocket area. This work is 
on the critical path and progressing as 
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planned. Forecasted completion of this 
portion of the project is scheduled for 
late 2019.
A notable innovation at Musselwhite 
was the introduction of Sandvik’s 
Automine technology. This system 
allows the operation of a 514 LHD 
from surface, either in tele-remote or 
full automatic mode. Redpath’s trained 
operators gain back several hours 
per shift by mucking through regularly 
scheduled shift changes / blast windows 
from surface. Development crews would 
have their headings cleared of blast 
rock when they arrived at the beginning 
of their shift, and the shaft raiseboring 
would not be delayed when mucking. 
Development productivity benefitted 
greatly by effectively adding several 
hours of face time per day in locations 
where the Automine system was 
installed.
At the time of this printing, the mine 
development fleet is now in the process 
of being demobilized. Some delays 
relating to the spring half-load weight 
restriction on the site access road 
have slowed progress slightly, but it is 
expected that the development fleet will 
be fully demobilized by June 2018. 

The transition to full infrastructure 
construction is nearing completion, 
with multiple workplaces active and 
progressing on a 24/7 schedule. 
The civil / structural work in the hoist 
room and sheave deck locations are 
essentially completed. Approximately 
500 cubic metres of concrete has been 
poured, and an overhead crane has 
been erected in the hoist room. The 
mechanical crews are beginning the 
hoist installation, while the electrical 
crews are working on cabling and 
switchgear.
In addition to the hoist room, the 
underground crusher installation which 
includes the installation of two cranes,  
a chute and feeder system, a jaw 
crusher and the conveyor system to the 
fine ore bin, has begun. This will be one 
of the largest builds on the project and 
is scheduled to take nearly five months 
to complete. 
Other construction areas include a 
rockbreaker with a truck dump and ore 
pass chute; the loading pocket and 
fine ore bin load out / conveyor; the 
ore transfer station; several doors and 
ventilation controls as well as the shaft 
bottom sump.

Recruiting an experienced workforce 
in an increasingly competitive market 
is an ongoing challenge. Redpath’s 
recruitment team located in North 
Bay have been extremely helpful in 
providing quality resumés and finding 
qualified mining professionals.
Another major, although not uncommon 
challenge, is logistics. Millions of dollars 
in permanent equipment and material 
are being transported to site, moving 
through a connected underground ramp 
system on a ‘just in time’ basis due to 
limited laydown and storage space on 
site. Support received from Redpath’s 
logistics team is helping this portion of 
the project run very smoothly.
A good safety record with no lost 
time injuries to date has been a 
highlight of this project, and having 
an engaged workforce has been key. 
Numerous compliments from the client 
on Redpath’s safety huddles as well 
as the quality of the work have been 
expressed. The client has indicated 
confidence that Redpath will continue 
to meet and exceed expectations and 
complete the project with success. 
Congratulations to the Musselwhite 
team for making this happen! 

Several hours per shift can be saved by 
using automated LHDs to muck through 

regularly scheduled shift changes or 
blast windows from surface.
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Contributor: Monica Salvo, Executive 
Assistant
Redpath made a bold impact in April at 
South America’s largest mining trade 
show, Expomin 2018, held in Santiago, 
Chile. From April 23 to the 27, the 
Redbore 80 raise drill was featured in a 
ten metre square outdoor space, noticed 
by attendees and industry colleagues for  
its thoughtful design and layout. Many 
participants were even using the booth 
as a point of visual reference when 
moving around the showgrounds!
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The show, in its 15th version, attracted 
more than 1,300 suppliers and 70,000 
international and local professionals. 
It is said to be the largest gathering 
of national and international suppliers 
representing the mining industry. 
Redpath’s Canadian delegation included 
Laura Piché, Manager, Global Marketing 
and Mike Kelly, Senior Vice President of 
Redpath Canada Limited and President 
of Redpath Raisboring Limited, 
alongside Marcel Leclair, General 
Manager of South America, and of the 
Raiseboring division in South America. 
Together, with Chilean booth staffers, 
the team managed the steady foot traffic 
which flowed throughout the show. There 
was plenty of engaging, networking and 
visiting with industry locals.
The Redbore 80 was frequently 
photographed - often flanked by groups 
of visitors to the booth. This mid-sized 
raise drill is ideally suited for surface 
and underground raises, ore and waste 
passages, along with infrastructure 
raises in the four metre diameter range 
with depths up to 457 metres.
There was a high level of interest in the 
services Redpath offers, and the show 
was a great opportunity to strengthen 
relationships and establish new ones. 

Redpath Takes the Spotlight at Expomin 2018

Redpath booth staff (L-R): Laura Piché, Manager, Global Marketing; María José 
Osorio, Human Resources, South America; Marcel Leclair, General Manager, 
South America and Raiseboring for South America; Monica Salvo, Executive 
Assistant, South America and Jenifer Morales, Human Resources, South America.
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Contributor John McGuffin, CSS Project 
Manager
DAYAN Contract Mining (DCM) 
mobilized their Construction Support 
Services (CSS) team at Shaft 1 in April 
at the Oyu Tolgoi (OT) Underground 
Project in Mongolia. The purpose was to 
perform major construction, ventilation 
support and existing infrastructure 
improvement activities under the 
guidance of Andy Curtis (OT) and  

John McGuffin (DCM). While this is one 
of many critical work packages at Shaft 
1 to support underground development, 
it differs in that the solution being 
implemented brings together a 
combination of experienced workers 
in DCM (Underground Development 
Services, Mine Support Services, 
Raisebore and Shafts 2 and 5), and 
new workers from Mongolian contractor 
NBIK, who will be embarking on their 
first underground works project as the 
nominated sub-contractor to DCM.
The show of support and commitment 
from DAYAN is commendable. The 
team will train and develop NBIK 
employees over the next 12 months, 
into another national contractor with 
underground construction capability 
to support ongoing underground 
construction requirements. NBIK will 
initially represent 18% of the related 
organizational structure (132 persons) 
across both technical and support  
roles with the intent to reach 27%  
after six months. 
Underpinning the success of this 
project, are detailed DAYAN Training 

Installation of the underground vent doors for Shaft 1.

1300 level platform installation.

DAYAN Strengthens the Future for Oyu Tolgoi

and Safety programs to ensure NBIK’s 
transition from above to below ground 
is successful and productive. The 
continued collaboration between all 
three parties moving forward, will 
ensure this innovative solution is a 
success. DCM will continue to support 
the development of national capability, 
strengthening Oyu Tolgoi’s future, and  
fostering strong relationships between 
contracting companies.

Synclinorium Reaches  
1,460 LTI-Free Days

The Redpath Zambia Synclinorium 
Project crew achieved 1,460 LTI-free 
days on Sunday, June 3, 2018. The 
project, which was completed in the first 
week of June, closed off with zero lost 
time injuries recorded, for the entire four 
year period of the project. Well done to 
the Synclinorium crew on this fantastic 
achievement!

Mindola Deeps Achieves  
640 LTI-Free Days

Redpath Zambia’s Mindola Deeps 
Project achieved 640 LTI-free days 
despite very challenging conditions,  

Some members of the Mindola Deeps 
crews pose for a celebratory photo.
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at the end of April, 2018. This is  
a truly remarkable achievement. 
Congratulations to all crew members 
responsible for this admirable 
milestone!

PT Redpath Indonesia 
Grasberg Block Cave 
Construction Continues
With the ‘go live’ extraction level 
production planned for January of 2019, 
the Grasberg Block Cave construction 
team have been busy delivering quality 
constructed draw bell lintel sets for the 
mine. Only 2,325 lintel sets left to go!

Duty Calls for Redbore 50X 
at Freeport
Following a period of service in the 
Deep Mill Level Ore Zone (DMLZ) 
mine, one of Redpath’s Redbore 
50X drills was called in to assist the 
Grasberg Block Cave (GBC) mine with 

(L-R): Greg Costner, Kirsten Melnyk 
and Doug Wheeler inspect one of 75 
draw bell lintel sets.

reaming raises in the area. The drill 
was transported on March 17, from the 
DMLZ mine to the GBC terminal, using 
the Redtrax raise drill transporter before 
being hoisted via the service shaft to 
the GBC extraction level. The first raise 

to be drilled is located in the GBC2830 
extraction level at panel 33/32 DP16 
with planned dimensions of 1.8 m 
diameter and over 15.5 m in depth. This 
raise is designed to be used initially 
as a muck raise, with intentions of 
converting it to a draw bell raise, once 
the caving process advances.

Tshepong Gets High Marks 
for Excellent Housekeeping

Africa’s Werner Schwartz, Raiseboring 
Project Manager, commented on the 
impressive state of housekeeping he 
witnessed during a recent visit to the 
Tshepong Mine raisebore project for 
Harmony Gold, South Africa. The site’s 
housekeeping was exceptional enough 
that he took the time to write an email 
detailing his experience to Site Agent / 
Supervisor of raiseboring, Danie Kruger.
Werner stated that he felt a sense of 
calm and purpose upon entering the 
site and engaging with the crew. It was 
evident that appropriate training had 
been delivered, accepted and practiced 
by all crew members. The level of 
discipline and neatness was not solely 
confined to the machine area, but also 
included the office areas and staff.

Redtrax mobile unit and Redbore 
50X hoisted to GBC Extraction level 
through service shaft.

Raisebore team posing together 
before up-reaming the first raise in  
the GBC Mine. (L-R): Chris Sikteubun, 
James Tuhumena, Jeremy Hays, 
Kristian Reimerink, Tino Tukan.
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Redpath mobilized to Tshepong Mine, 
which is located in the Free State 
Province of South Africa, in July of 
2017, and the project currently has a 
forecasted end date of June 2018.

The Redbore 70 is on site to facilitate 
the pilot and reaming of an ore pass 
measuring 81.3 m x 3.1 m diameter 
at 55 degrees, as well as a ventilation 
hole measuring 134 m x 3.1 m 
diameter at 90 degrees.

UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION

ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL

A 1/25 scale model of a galloway is the inagural test project for Redpath Canada 
Limited’s new 3D printer. The model will take up to a month to complete.

Oyu Tolgoi Underground Development Team Hits Milestone 
In May 2018, the underground development team at Oyu Tolgoi Mine in Mongolia, 
hit another milestone of 10,000 metres of development completed since the project 
restart. 
The development targets are firm and the team is focused on the record-breaking 
efforts that need to be put forth each month to reach the client’s goal. Time after 
time, the team comes through and hits the target successfully and safely. The 
overarching sentiment in the workplace is one of pride, and recent visits by senior 
members of the project and operation confirm this.
Congratulations to everyone who has been associated with this milestone -  
continue to remain focused and stay safe!

Three Dimensional Printing Offers Model Opportunities
Contributor: Rick Jylha, Senior Manager, Engineering and Technical Services
Back in 2003, I campaigned to embark into 3D design. Over the years, as 
technology advanced, there has been a steady change in the way designs are 
produced at Redpath, and the transition to 3D design is finally coming to fruition. 
Fifteen years after it was an initial topic of discussion, most of our designers are 
familiar with Solidworks software, with some having become very proficient users. 
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Redpath’s latest foray into the three 
dimensional realm has included the 
acquisition of a 3D printer. With the 
price tag reducing over the years, 
integrating this valuable piece of 
technology has become more attractive 
and achievable. Solidworks designs 
can be easily imported into the printer 
software, offering a seamless process 
in concept development. 
The inaugural project for Redpath 
Canada Limited is an aggressive 
one; constructing a scale model of a 
galloway used previously in a Canadian 
project. There are many components to 
the 1/25th scale model, many of which 
will require printing and assembling 
with glue. Engineering student, Mende-
Amgalan Bayartsengel has taken on the 
task, and it is expected to take up to a 
month to print and assemble the more 
than two metre tall model.

The 3D model of the galloway will 
help the audience visualize the work 
environment, a well as adding greatly 
to the discussion around the work 
methodology, task sequencing, risk 
assessments and other considerations. 
Once its primary use has been 
completed, it will prove valuable as both 
a display model and archival reference 
material. The future is looking bright 
with 3D design, and the possibilities 
it can bring to mining design and 
engineering are limitless.

The Pro 2 Plus 3D printer includes 
features such as dual extrusion, 
electronic lift, a 7” touch screen, 32 
bit motion control board, and wireless 
compatibility.

The beginning of March signalled the 
official kick-off of the Lady Loretta 
contract, with approximately 80 people 
on site for inductions, orientation and 
training. Redpath Australia has engaged 
with global miner Glencore to run the 
mine for its remaining six year lifespan.
The mine is situated approximately 150 
kilometres by road northwest of Mt Isa 
in NW, Queensland. The high grade 
Pb-Zn orebody will be mined at a rate 
of 1.6 Mt per year which, once crushed 
and loaded onto road trains by Redpath, 
will be hauled to Glencore’s processing 
operations in Mt Isa. The mine was put 
on care and maintenance in late 2015, 
and a decision to commence mining was 
made in October 2017, with Redpath 
Australia being the contractor selected 
as mine operator for the site. The role 
of mine operator is a unique scope 
for a contractor, whereby Redpath will 
assume full statutory responsibility for 
the operation, including employing John 
McKinstry, Senior Site Executive (SSE); 
Shaun Van der Merwe, Mining Manager; 
and Rafe Horsington, Electrical Work 
Controller.
When at full capacity, over 200 people 
will be on the remote site, covering all 
functions including engineering and 
environmental management.
The initial mobilisation has gone 
extremely well under the guidance 
of Rory Burke, General Manager – 
Metalliferous. The smooth start can be 
attributed to the extensive preparation 
work done in Brisbane since notice of 
the restart was received in December.
It is challenging to recruit a workforce of 
over 200 people in what is proving to be 
a competitive market.

The Brisbane Human Resources team 
under the leadership of Nita Carthew, 
Manager and Belinda Harbon, Senior 
Advisor, have done an excellent job, 
enabling obligations to be met for 
commencement.

The camp facilities on site are a green 
oasis, thanks to the need to utilise 
excess water from the mine. Camp 
contractors, Spotless, have done an 
excellent job with preparing the camp 
and feeding the eager workforce.
North Queensland is experiencing a 
late wet season, the likes of which have 
not been seen for many years. Much 
of the new equipment to be trucked to 
site has been held up by flood waters, 
and the withdrawal of transport permits 
while damage is assessed. Despite 
this, the crew were able to fire the first 
development round on March 8, which  
is a significant milestone.
Glencore has set a high standard for 
Redpath to maintain and improve on.  
As a contractor, this adds dimension 
to the skills the company can offer its 
clients. Our aim is to deliver consistent 
results to the client and build a  
showcase operation! 

Glencore’s Lady Loretta off to a Good Start
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Pogo Project Celebrates 
Four Years Without a Lost 
Time Injury
There was great cause for celebration 
in April, when Sumitomo Metal Mining’s 
Pogo Project reached four years without 
a lost time injury.
Over the past four years, Redpath has 
driven 113,320 feet (21.5 miles / 34.6 
kilometres) of drifts, raises and stopes 
for the project. With one million man 
hours with no lost time injuries on the 
horizon, the future is looking brought 
for Pogo Project. Congratulations to 
all crew members and support staff 
for helping achieve this exceptional 
milestone!
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Top to bottom: Crew #1, crew #2 and 
crew #3 take their turns posing with a 
commemorative banner celebrating 
four years with no lost time injuries. 
Congratulations to all crew members 
on this amazing milestone!

Johan Mostert, Safety, Health, 
Environment, Quality and Training 
Executive, introduces the Chibusa 
Campaign to the Mindola Deeps team.

The industrial theatre actors 
demonstrate acceptable and 
unacceptable practices in the 
workplace.

Chibusa Safety Campaign Launched at Mindola Deeps 

Contributor: Johan Mostert, Redpath Africa SHEQ Executive 
On May 25, 2018 the Mindola Deeps Mine played host to a full-scale safety 
intervention. The intervention was specifically designed to refresh the crews’ 
knowledge and understanding of the Redpath Cardinal Rules, and to revive the 
“Chibusa” campaign.
The Chibusa campaign involves all staff and team members greeting their 
teammates each morning by saying, “Chibusa – Safe and Fine”, while bumping 
fists. Chibusa means: ‘you are my brother and I am looking out for you and you are 
looking out for me.’
As part of the program, an operational team prepared an industrial theatre play. In 
the play, the team depicted various safety risks including working under suspended 
loads. The program was very well received and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Interventions such as this help to continually reinforce the rules and guidelines 
that keep workers safe, and going home healthy, every day. This is an excellent 
example of team building and fostering a thriving safety culture. 

The industrial theatre actors pose together, demonstrating the Chibusa fist-bump.
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Redpath Canada Limited North Bay Shop Complex Reaches 2,000 Days LTI-Free

The supply chain team members for the 
Oyu Tolgoi project in Mongolia attended 
a Certified Supply Chain Professional 
(CSCP) training session facilitated by 
APICS, in April of this year. APICS is an 
association dedicated to strengthening 
Supply Chain Management systems 
within organizations, and offers courses 
and certification exams to assist in 
upgrading worker skill sets. The training 
was conducted by Henry Soo from Data 
Develop, Hong Kong, an APICS partner, 
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(L-R): Chinbilguun Sharav, Redpath 
Project Controls; Erkhembayar 
Shijir, Purchase Manager (Hasu 
Megawatt); Erdene-Ochir Sugir, 
Site Logistics; Dulguun Buyantamir, 
Procurement and Logistics; Suvdaa 
Javkhlant, Hunnu Mining; Enkhriimaa 
Lkhagvasuren, Procurement and 
Logistics; Ruhimat Tubagus, PTRI 
Procurement; Rakesh Nayak, Supply 
Chain Manager Redpath Canada 
Limited; Bayartsengel Bayarsaikhan, 
Deputy Director and Procurement 
Manager Redpath Mongolia; Solongo 
Jargalsaikhan, Procurement and 
Logistics and Henry Soo, Instructor.

engaged to conduct their training 
programs.

The CSCP designation brings another 
level of professional expertise to an 
already strong and dynamic team. The 
entire permanent staff serving North 
America, Indonesia and Mongolia have 
completed the training thus far, with 
one staff member having completed the 
examination and becoming certified. 
Future training is proposed for other 

departments in the company, with 
emphasis on the Certified Production 
Inventory Management (CPIM) course, 
which will strengthen the ability of 
the company to handle inventory as 
manufacturing demand increases.
By honing the organizational skills and 
understanding of supply chain systems, 
Redpath can better develop and deliver 
streamlined operations to serve clients.

Supply Chain Professionals Enhance Skills with CSCP Training

An outstanding milestone has been 
reached with the North Bay Shop 
Complex having recently completed 
2,000 days worked, with no lost 
time injuries. The notable event was 
recognized with a BBQ lunch on June 8, 
on site at the Raisebore Shops area. 
On hand to congratulate the crews 
on their achievement was Redpath 
Canada Limited President, Bruce 

Dunlop, alongside Bruce Fraser, 
Manager of Safety, Training and 
Leadership Development. Bruce 
Dunlop congratulated the group on their 
commitment to watching out for each 
other, and Bruce Fraser spoke of the 
necessity to remain diligent in safety 
awareness, to prevent complacency 
from creeping in. Congratulations to 
all crew members who have been 

instrumental in modelling safe work, 
and who continue to lead the way  
by representing Redpath as a leader  
in safety.

Bruce Dunlop (gentleman in the red, on the right with sunglasses) stands with 
crew members of the North Bay Shop Complex.

Bruce Fraser addresses the crowd 
during the luncheon.
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Contributor: Kyle Lindahl, Engineering 
Manager, UDS
One year with zero lost time injuries 
was celebrated for operations for Dayan 
Contract Mining (DCM), Underground 
Development Services (UDS) at Shaft 
#1 of the Oyu Tolgoi Mine in Mongolia 
this past May. DCM is a joint venture 
between Redpath Mongolia and HASU 
Megawatt LLC, which formed in April 
2015. The scope of the UDS contract 
involves all lateral development, utility 

services, temporary infrastructure, and 
vertical development by long hole raise 
mining, and raiseboring at Shaft #1. 
During the one year period, the UDS 
team achieved 8,418 m of development, 
with an average of 94% Mongolian 
workforce; 621 workers on five 
development crews, adding up to a total 
of 1,515,549 man hours.
Over 180,000 resin rebar and split set 
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anchor bolts have been installed with 
16,000 sheets of galvanized mesh and 
72 kilometres of cable bolts. In addition 
to achieving development targets, there 
have been significant safety, training, 
and engineering accomplishments.
Positive safety interactions and 
coaching throughout the entire 
workforce have produced a 1.67 All 
Injury Frequency Rate. The thriving 
safety culture has developed weekly 
initiatives such as the Safety Action 

Group, which helps educate the 
workforce on hazard identification, 
increased efficiency, and provides a 
voice to discuss any issues with regards 
to safety. As a result of this forward 
thinking, Dayan was awarded Best 
Performing Contractor on Site for safety 
in the first quarter of 2018.
Training has been a key to DCM’s 
success, and the roll out of the 

DAYAN Contract Mining Celebrates One Year LTI-Free Supervisory Common Core training 
program in June 2017 continues to 
positively impact the workforce. With a 
total of 120,000 training hours for this 
period, safety and production targets 
were achieved with 100% national 
miners operating the mining mobile 
equipment.  
In January 2018, the blasting system 
was successfully transitioned from 
localized wind-up firing to centralized 
initiation. The impact on decreased 
blasting times allows crews to enter 
the underground workings earlier each 
shift, increasing daily development 
capabilities. The operation capability of 
development equipment was increased 
in March 2018 as a new water supply 
pipe was established down Shaft #2, 
boosting the mine’s overall water supply 
rate by over 50%. The quality of drilling, 
blasting profiles, and ground support 
installation has been improved due to 
the upgrade to Total Station Navigation 
for drilling and bolting, increasing the 
accuracy of drill hole profiles, and 
rock bolt installation spacing. The 
combination of these initiatives has 
led to an overall over break of 8% 
for the last three months of blasting 
for both lateral and mass excavation 
development. 

DCM has also been at the forefront 
of new initiatives, adding to the 
diversity of the underground team. 
Women in Mining has been a joint 
effort between the owner’s team and 
Dayan, to integrate women into the 
underground workforce. Thus far, there 
have been four women trained as 
operators on the Utilift and Transmixers, 
two as translators, and one as an 
Engineer. This full-time integration 
has strengthened their valuable input 
and helped drive a cultural shift that is 
building a well-rounded workforce. 
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Redpath Builds Strong 
Connections for the Future 
Contributors:  
Katrina Violette, Nora Roberts
Filmmaker and Director Steven 
Spielberg once said, ‘the delicate 
balance of mentoring someone is 
not creating them in your own image, 
but giving them the opportunity to 
create themselves.’ These words 
ring true regardless of the industry or 
environment in which you work, and 
Redpath fosters mentorship in a variety 
of ways, including co-operative learning 
opportunities.
Since January of this year, high school 
student Nora Roberts has been part 
of a co-operative placement in the 
North Bay Raisebore Shop under the 
supervision and mentorship of Dieter 
von Doeler, Electrical Superintendent. 
Her daily routine includes mornings 
spent at the Electrical Shop, learning 
new techniques and skills, as she 
assists the crew in whatever projects 
are currently underway. I had the 
opportunity to speak with Nora recently 
about her experience:
What initially drew you to Redpath  
for a co-operative opportunity?
“I worked for a few summers as a 
Grounds Crew Maintenance worker 
for Redpath, and loved the family-
like atmosphere. Everyone was 
so welcoming and supportive! The 
environment really helped me embrace 
new challenges and I feel like I can 
learn a lot here.”
What have you found most interesting 
or enjoyable during your time here?
“Using equipment I’m not familiar with 
has challenged me, but seeing how 
others use the equipment and address 
their own challenges has been fantastic. 
Those moments of sharing ideas and 
learning from the experience of others 
has given me confidence to try new 
things and push myself beyond my own 
expectations. I put a lot of pressure on 
myself to be successful, and helpful 
to the crew. I’ve had to adapt the way 
I work to offset the physical strength 
difference I’ve encountered between 
myself and more experienced workers 

Nora Roberts has spent the past few months under the tutlage of Dieter von 
Doeler, Electrical Superintendent of the Raisebore Shop.

here, but it’s all a part of the learning 
process. The most satisfying thing 
about this work is when you’ve worked 
hard on something and you see it 
suddenly come to life - I strive to see 
more and more of those moments.”
How has this experience impacted  
your thoughts on your future career?
“I’m very interested in Engineering - 
specifically mechanical or electrical. 
Before spending time here, I didn’t 
really have an area of focus chosen;  
I’d considered a variety of fields 
including medical and environmental. 
Now, I’d like to expand my skills and 
knowledge in the electrical field and 
looks toward further education.”
What are you most proud of 
accomplishing during your time spent 
with Redpath?
“I’m able to work independently now. 
I am building up skills with hand tools 
and can take on tasks without needing 
constant supervision. I’ve gotten good 
feedback on my work, and people are 
realizing I can take on projects and 
can complete them successfully. That 
being said, it has taken doing a task 
over a few times to get it right, but that’s 
what you must do in order to do good 
work. Electrical work demands a lot of 
patience - you make a LOT of mistakes, 
but if you learn from them, you just get 
better and better.”

What advice might you offer someone 
who is considering entering this line of 
work?
“Jump in! Give it a shot! There is a 
lot to learn, and Redpath offers an 
excellent learning environment to do it 
in. Everyone here has been extremely 
supportive to me and I love coming to 
work here at the shops.”
Nora’s positive attitude gives her the 
chance to learn, grow and practice 
new skills she may take into her future 
career. She’s been a welcomed addition 
to the Raisebore Electrical team and all 
shop staff have proudly played a part in 
helping her to further develop her skills.
Teaching skills and sharing knowledge 
is critical, and should be supported 
and encouraged across all industries. 
By helping build strength and 
understanding in its people, strong 
cultures develop and ensure the future 
of the organization remains stable. 
Being open to share one’s knowledge 
creates a comfortable environment 
where everyone can develop their 
skills, make mistakes, learn from 
them, improve themselves, and thus, 
improve the company. It is truly an act 
of self-sustainability to empower an 
organization’s own people, and Redpath 
recognizes the importance of this and 
supports it at every opportunity. 
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Stay in touch!
The Advance is published three 
times per calendar year, but there’s 
no need to wait until the next issue 
for the latest news from Redpath! 
Our social media channels and 
website are populated with career 
opportunities, project achievements 
and interesting trivia. Follow us, ‘like’ 
us and stay connected!
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redpath.marketing@redpathmining.com
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The Redpath Group 
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GUEST SPOTLIGHT
“For all of us, the focus on continued  
safe production, and providing the  
lowest ultimate cost to our clients  
is key to our joint success.” 
Mike Kelly,  
President, Redpath Raiseboring Limited 
Senior Vice President, Redpath Canada Limited

The word ‘transitions’ is, in some cases, 
a scary word. We’ve seen the step 
change transformation of many of our 
clients and suppliers. Whether through 
consolidations or internally driven, the 
approach to business is undergoing 
dramatic change. We now see those 
same drivers about to impact the mining 
contracting business. 
Redpath came through the downturn 
in mining with low debt, a healthy 
orderbook (backlog), and a strong, 
intact executive and operational team. 
Others didn’t fare so well and we now 
see them struggling to adapt. All of this 
is evident in our industry press, as well 
as engagement on our social media 
streams that over 14,000 people follow. 
As our own CEO recently put it during 
his webcast to all employees, “We 
can’t be certain of the outcomes, but 

we’ve put ourselves in the best possible 
position to ensure the changes coming 
will be positive for Redpath and our 
clients.”
For all of us, the focus on continued 
safe production, and providing the 
lowest ultimate cost to our clients is 
key to our joint success -- which is not 
the lowest apparent price they may see 
at the tendering stage. Our many long 
term clients, those with 20 to 30+ years 
of continued Redpath service, know and 
understand the difference. We need 
to remain positive and recognize that 
some clients will only look at price, and 
not consider cost…and that’s OK. We 
have many world class projects that we 
need to deliver on time and on budget. 
Those will provide challenge to us for 
many years to come. 
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